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Fearless Family Vacations
Managing Cultural Change in Public Libraries argues that changes to library
Strategies and Systems can lead to transformations in library Structures that can,
in turn, shape and determine Organisational Culture. Drawing on Management
theories, as well as the ideas of Marx and Maslow, the authors present an
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ambitious Analytical Framework that can be used to better understand, support
and enable cultural change in public libraries. The volume argues for radical – but
sustainable – transformations in public libraries that require significant changes to
Strategies, Structures, Systems and, most importantly, Organisational Culture.
These changes will enable Traditional Libraries to reach out beyond their current
active patrons to engage with new customer groups and will also enable
Traditional Libraries to evolve into Community-Led Libraries, and Community-Led
Libraries to become Needs-Based Libraries. Public libraries must be meaningful and
relevant to the communities they serve. For this to happen, the authors argue, all
sections of the local community must be actively involved in the planning, design,
delivery and evaluation of library services. This book demonstrates how to make
these changes happen, acting as a blueprint and road map for organisational
change and putting ideas into action through a series of case studies. Managing
Cultural Change in Public Libraries will be of particular interest to academics and
advanced students engaged in the study of library and information science. It
should also be essential reading for practitioners and policymakers and all those
who believe that communities should be involved and engaged in the planning,
design, delivery, and evaluation of library services.

Be the Business
Reed Hastings is one of the world's foremost business leaders. As co-founder,
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chairman and CEO of Netflix, he has built one of the largest media and
entertainment companies on the planet, with an estimated personal net worth of
$3.6 billion. A notable philanthropist, he has served on the boards of a number of
non-profit organisations as well as Facebook and Microsoft. This concise but
detailed biography provides an overview of Hastings' career trajectory. From his
unique management style to the biggest mistakes he has made along the way, to
the reasons behind his decision to take Netflix from a business that dealt with
products (rental DVDs) to a technology company that focuses on streaming,
Burgess sheds light on Hastings' success and looks to what the future may bring
for him and his ventures. Aspirational and positive, this is the perfect book for
those looking for a concise and accessible account of a true global business
visionary.

Broken Windows, Broken Business
Looptail is Bruce Poon Tip's extraordinary first-person account of his
entrepreneurial instincts to start and develop G Adventures, the highly successful
international travel adventure company - and along the way he reveals his unusual
management secrets that not only keep his employees fully engaged and
energized but also keep his customers extremely happy. His unique appraoch has
worked in marvellous ways. Poon Tip has created an entirely new and refreshing
approach to management. For example, there is no CEO at G Adventures - instead,
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every employee is a CEO, empowered to make instantaneous decisions to help
clients on the spot. But while there's no CEO, there is a company Mayor, who take
the pulse of corporate morale. There's no HR department - but there is a Talent
Agency and company Culture Club. It hasn't always been easy to try to balance his
desire for a socially responsible company along with the desire to generate profits.
But thanks to Poon Tip's vision, G Adventures has floruished and has done its best
to maintain its looptail approach. In short, it's been an extraordinary ride, and in
many ways G Adventures is at the vanguard of what modern-day companies are
beginning to look like.

Beyond Competitive Advantage
Can a company be cool, socially responsible and still make money? Welcome to the
looptail. This is the extraordinary true story of Bruce Poon Tip and how, with
nothing more than two credit cards and a burning desire to create an authentic,
sustainable travel experience like nothing the world had ever seen, he created G
Adventures, the world's most successful adventure travel company. G Adventures
operates in more than 100 countries, on all seven continents, serves more than
100,000 customers every year - and is now a significant player in Australia. In this
unique first-person account, Poon Tip reveals his unusual management secrets that
allowed him to keep growing his company, his employees fully engaged and
energised, and his customers extremely happy. This is a singularly stunning story
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of why community, culture and karma matter in business, and how one man's
desire to do the right thing and generate profits can be blended into a win–win for
all involved. In this special Australian edition, Bruce Poon Tip writes about the
unique experiences and lessons learned which have fuelled the growth of his
Australian business, and also about how Australia really could be better at
presenting itself to the world's travellers. www.gadventures.com.au

Beyond the Deep
The science behind the traits and quirks that drive creative geniuses to make
spectacular breakthroughs What really distinguishes the people who literally
change the world--those creative geniuses who give us one breakthrough after
another? What differentiates Marie Curie or Elon Musk from the merely creative,
the many one-hit wonders among us? Melissa Schilling, one of the world's leading
experts on innovation, invites us into the lives of eight people--Albert Einstein,
Benjamin Franklin, Elon Musk, Dean Kamen, Nikola Tesla, Marie Curie, Thomas
Edison, and Steve Jobs--to identify the traits and experiences that drove them to
make spectacular breakthroughs, over and over again. While all innovators
possess incredible intellect, intellect alone, she shows, does not create a
breakthrough innovator. It was their personal, social, and emotional quirkiness that
enabled true genius to break through--not just once but again and again. Nearly all
of the innovators, for example, exhibited high levels of social detachment that
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enabled them to break with norms, an almost maniacal faith in their ability to
overcome obstacles, and a passionate idealism that pushed them to work with
intensity even in the face of criticism or failure. While these individual traits would
be unlikely to work in isolation--being unconventional without having high levels of
confidence, effort, and goal directedness might, for example, result in rebellious
behavior that does not lead to meaningful outcomes--together they can fuel both
the ability and drive to pursue what others deem impossible. Schilling shares the
science behind the convergence of traits that increases the likelihood of success.
And, as Schilling also reveals, there is much to learn about nurturing breakthrough
innovation in our own lives--in, for example, the way we run organizations, manage
people, and even how we raise our children.

Looptail
A behind-the-scenes look at the firm behind WordPress.com and the unique work
culture that contributes to its phenomenal success 50 million websites, or twenty
percent of the entire web, use WordPress software. The force behind
WordPress.com is a convention-defying company called Automattic, Inc., whose
120 employees work from anywhere in the world they wish, barely use email, and
launch improvements to their products dozens of times a day. With a fraction of
the resources of Google, Amazon, or Facebook, they have a similar impact on the
future of the Internet. How is this possible? What's different about how they work,
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and what can other companies learn from their methods? To find out, former
Microsoft veteran Scott Berkun worked as a manager at WordPress.com, leading a
team of young programmers developing new ideas. The Year Without Pants shares
the secrets of WordPress.com's phenomenal success from the inside. Berkun's
story reveals insights on creativity, productivity, and leadership from the kind of
workplace that might be in everyone's future. Offers a fast-paced and entertaining
insider's account of how an amazing, powerful organization achieves impressive
results Includes vital lessons about work culture and managing creativity Written
by author and popular blogger Scott Berkun (scottberkun.com) The Year Without
Pants shares what every organization can learn from the world-changing ideas for
the future of work at the heart of Automattic's success.

The Tenth Man
Held prisoner by the Germans during World War II, a wealthy French lawyer is
chosen to die but makes a cowardly trade for his life, a decision that he must pay
for as a free man. Reprint.

DocBook: The Definitive Guide
'You stand rooted to the spot or you run like mad.' Hal and Roget Hunt head off for
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another challenging mission -- this time to search for gorillas in the Congo jungle.
But when the boys stumble across the evil trade in baby gorillas, someone seems
determined to silence them once and for all.

Small Crimes in an Age of Abundance
Finally, a financial plan that lets you be YOU, only richer. It’s time to throw away all
your old notions of what financial advice should look like. Because if you’re looking
for a book to put you on an austerity savings plan that has you giving up vacations
and lattes, you’re out of luck. But if you’re looking to get your finances in rock-hard
shape - in less time than it takes to finish a workout – then Alexa von Tobel,
Founder and CEO of LearnVest, has your back. How? Through the LearnVest
Program. First, you’ll take stock of where you stand today. Then, you’ll create your
customized 50/20/30 plan. 50/20/30 simply refers to the percentage breakdown of
how to spend your take-home pay each month. The 50 gets the essentials out of
the way so you don't have to stress about them. The 20 sets your foundation for
the future, then the 30 is left to spend on the things that bring happiness to your
life. By the time you’re finished reading this book, you’ll walk away with a financial
game plan tailored to your priorities, your hopes and dreams, and your lifestyle.
And, because von Tobel and the team at LearnVest are experts at financial
planning in the online era, you’ll also learn how to integrate your financial plan into
your mobile, social, digital life. Like your own personal financial planner between
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two covers, this book will set you up for a secure, worry-free money future, without
having to give up things you love. So toss those old-school financial guides out the
window, and get ready to start living your richest life. From the Hardcover edition.

Startup Leadership
The Huautla in Mexico is the deepest cave in the Western Hemisphere, possibly the
world. Shafts reach skyscraper-depths, caverns are stadium-sized, and sudden
floods can drown divers in an instant. With a two-decade obsession, William Stone
and his 44-member team entered the sinkhole at Sotano de San Augustin. The first
camp settled 2,328 feet below ground in a cavern where headlamps couldn't even
illuminate the walls and ceiling. The second camp teetered precariously above an
underground canyon where two subterranean rivers collided. But beyond that lay
the unknown territory -- a flooded corridor that had blocked all previous comers,
claimed a diver's life, and drove the rest of the team back. Except for William
Stone and Barbara am Ende, who forged on for 18 more days, with no hope of
rescue, to set the record for the deepest cave dive in the Western Hemisphere.

Make Your Bed
The Inca Trail from Cuzco to Machu Picchu is South America's most popular hike.
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This guide includes 20 detailed trail maps, plans of eight Inca sites, plus guides to
Cuzco and Machu Picchu.

Managing Cultural Change in Public Libraries
"Whether you're launching your own company, or are more of a reluctant
entrepreneur, you face the imperative to build your brand. Kaputa has made this
challenger her personal and professional study, and she shares secrets worth
many times the cost of admission!" - Daniel H. Pink, author of Drive and A Whole
New Mind Even the smallest idea can have BIG impact when positioned correctly.
Breakthrough Branding shows entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs, and small businesses
alike the secrets to transforming a brainstorm into big bucks. From the grassroots
growth of beverage brands like Red Bull, Honest Tea, and Innocent, to the
exploding growth of digital brands like Twitter, Weibo, and Groupon; from the cult
appeal of stores like Forever 21, to the success of virtual retailers like Zappos successful companies of all types and sizes begin with three things: ambition, a
winning idea, and a brand strategy. Branding expert Catherine Kaputa uses dozens
of international brand histories to demonstrate what makes a brand thrive, and
provides you with the tools to do the same. Learn how to define your audience,
create a standout personality, and position yourself as superior to the competition all by utilizing the power of branding! Packed with thoughtful reader exercises and
filled with leading-edge social media strategies, Breakthrough Branding teaches
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novice start-ups to seasoned professionals how to leverage their assets to create a
successful business.

Quirky
When it comes to bad news, we’ve never had it so good. Laurence Shorter is
feeling anxious. Every time he opens a newspaper or turns on the radio he finds
another reason to be tearful. It’s time to make a change. It’s time to be optimistic!
His plan is simple: 1. Learn how to jump out of bed in the morning. 2. Secure
personal happiness. 3. Save the world. The Optimist charts Shorter’s ambitious,
year-long, international quest to seek out the world’s most positive thinkers,
including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Jung Chang, Matthieu Ricard, California’s
renowned Surfing Rabbi, and Bill Clinton. But optimism doesn’t come easy, and
Shorter’s resolve is tested at every corner: by a flagging career, a troubled love
affair, and his ever-pessimistic dad. The Optimist is a hilarious and ultimately lifeaffirming stand against the grind of everyday strife, packed with reasons to be
cheerful. From the Hardcover edition.

Looptail
The inspiring #1 New York Times bestseller that "should be read by every leader in
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America." (Wall Street Journal) "Powerful." --USA Today "Full of captivating
personal anecdotes from inside the national security vault." --Washington Post
"Superb, smart, and succinct." --Forbes BASED ON THE INCREDIBLE GRADUATION
SPEECH WITH OVER 14 MILLION VIEWS ON YOUTUBE If you want to change the
world, start off by making your bed. On May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven
addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin on their
Commencement day. Taking inspiration from the university's slogan, "What starts
here changes the world," he shared the ten principles he learned during Navy Seal
training that helped him overcome challenges not only in his training and long
Naval career, but also throughout his life; and he explained how anyone can use
these basic lessons to change themselves-and the world-for the better. Admiral
McRaven's original speech went viral with over 10 million views. Building on the
core tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven now recounts tales from his own life
and from those of people he encountered during his military service who dealt with
hardship and made tough decisions with determination, compassion, honor, and
courage. Told with great humility and optimism, this timeless book provides simple
wisdom, practical advice, and words of encouragement that will inspire readers to
achieve more, even in life's darkest moments.

Looptail
"You're going to sell what? Empty Boxes?" Back in 1978, Kip Tindell (Chairman &
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CEO of The Container Store) and his partners had the vision that people were
eager to find solutions to save both space and time - and they were definitely onto
something. A new category of the retailing industry was born - storage and
organization. Today, with stores nationwide and with more than 5,000 loyal
employees, the company couldn't be stronger. Over the years, The Container Store
has been lauded for its commitment to its employees and focus on its original
concept and inventory mix as the formula for its success. But for Tindell, the goal
never has been growth for growth's sake. Rather, it is to adhere to the company's
values-based business philosophies, which center on an employee-first culture,
superior customer service and strict merchandising. The Container Store has been
named on Fortune magazine's "100 Best Companies To Work For" list for 15
consecutive years. Even better, The Container Store has millions of loyal
customers. In Uncontainable, Tindell reveals his approach for building a business
where everyone associated with it thrives through embodying the tenets of
Conscious Capitalism. Tindell's seven Foundation Principles are the roadmap that
drives everyone at The Container Store to achieve the goals of the company.
Uncontainable shows how other businesses can adapt this approach toward what
Tindell calls the most profitable, sustainable and fun way of doing business. Tindell
is that rare CEO who fully embraces the "Golden Rule" of business - where all
stakeholders - employees, customers, vendors, shareholder, the community - are
successful through a harmonic balance of win-wins.
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Punk CX
The best-selling author of The 7 Minute Difference demonstrates how small routine
choices can enable significant positive changes in personal relationships and goals,
outlining specific strategies and tools for identifying key priorities and
accomplishing scheduled daily tasks.

Breakthrough Branding
If we're lucky, parents only get about 15 chances to create lifelong family vacation
memories with their kids. You want to give your kids the world but overwhelmed
Moms and Dads need help sifting through the millions of vacation options for
families. You worry about everything when it comes to your kids. You simply want
the best vacation at the right price. We all know, if the kids aren't happy, no one
will be happyand there are no "do overs" for a bad family vacation. Think of this
book as your tour guide that will lead you to the perfect family vacation. It offers
insider tips for creating exciting and affordable vacations just like the pros. Here
you'll find detailed ideas and information for all types of families with kids of all
ages. With the right information, you can be fearless when traveling and confident
your kids will grow up with awesome memories of the vacations they spent with
you.
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The Silver Spoon New Edition
In April 1948, the 11-year-old Appalachian Trail from Maine to Georgia was pretty
much a wreck: Volunteer maintainers who hadn't been called to combat couldn't
get rationed gasoline to get out there to keep it clear. In April 1948, so, pretty
much, was Earl Shaffer, self-dubbed The Crazy One. He had come home from war
in the Pacific where he had lost the dearest friend of his life. He needed to walk it
off, and he did with the most primitive of gear. In four months, he walked with the
merging spring from Georgia to Maine, bushwhacking to find the route more often
than not-becoming the first to report a complete, single-journey trek on this
footpath of more than 2,000 miles. More than 7,000 have since followed in his
footsteps. These reflections on and from his first of three thru-hikes are often
lyrical, full of history and local legend and his own quiet insights on life in the
woods in a much different era all around.

5 Steps to Expert
The author of the award-winning novel English Passengers takes readers around
the world in twelve deftly crafted stories that illuminate the uncertainties of life at
home and abroad. Matthew Kneale received high praise for the prize-winning
English Passengers, an epic romp on the high seas and across nineteenth-century
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cultures, ingeniously woven together by a multitude of narrators. In Small Crimes
In An Age of Abundance, Kneale brings his mastery of storytelling to our present
morally ambiguous world. Set in lands ranging from England to China, South
America, the Middle East, and Africa, these powerfully themed stories follow
ordinary people as they try to survive and make sense of their worlds. We follow a
well-intentioned English family who leave their tour group in China to travel alone,
and collide with the ruthless side of the country, slowly becoming complicit in its
violence; a ploddingly respectable London lawyer who chances upon a stash of
cocaine and realizes it offers the wealth and status he hungers for; a salesman in
Africa who becomes caught up in a riot that turns his life upside down; a selfdoubting suicide bomber. Kneale transports readers across continents in a
nanosecond, reaching to the heart of faraway societies with rare perceptiveness.
As the stories gain momentum — tense, funny, and always compassionate — they
make readers see the world in a new way. At times reminiscent of Julian Barnes’s A
History of the World in 10 1/2 Chapters, at times Primo Levi’s The Periodic Table,
Small Crimes In An Age of Abundance is a groundbreaking book, by a master
narrator of the uncertainties of our time. From the Hardcover edition.

Looptail
You weren't born great. To be expert, you have to learn it and earn it. Dr. Paul
Schempp has spent close to two decades studying just how elite performers
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reached the pinnacle of performance. In 5 Steps to Expert: How to Go from
Business Novice to Elite Performer, he shares the proven principles for outperforming your competitors. Using cutting edge research and real-world examples,
the practical and progressive steps ex- perts follow to consistently achieve
outstanding results are revealed to you, and the easy-to-apply exercises will have
you moving toward expert in no time. 5 Steps to Expert is an easy-to-read
roadmap for leaders, executives, and managers who aspire to advance to the
highest levels of performance. After reading this book you will know: - why experts
see the world differently - the two things experts do that give them a superior
memory - why so many people miss the lessons of experience that experts get
every time - the 3 "must" steps in developing the skills that will make you
successful - what experts do to see the future - how to become a forward thinker
and better decision maker - the little lesson for turning failure into success

Financially Fearless
Armed with this rough-and-tumble travel journal, prepare to embark on a
wondrous, eclectic journey packed with inspiration and activities from around the
globe. It's wanderlust in a book. Page by page, Do Big Small Things will challenge
you to write, rip, make, and share as you blast out of your comfort zone, dream
big, and pay it forward. Wherever you find yourself-on a plane, trekking through
Nepal, or in your living room-this book will inspire you to create a vibrant record of
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your adventures and to push the limits of your mind. The result is a deeply
personal gallery of shared surprises, hidden treasures, sudden epiphanies,
meaningful connections, and lasting changes. Full of simple, playful prompts and
eye-opening visuals, and brimming with worldly wisdom, healthy irreverence, and
a sense of boundless possibility, this book is your map, your companion, your
record of the small things you do that add up to something bigger.

Yakking Around the World
The Internet used to be a tool for telling your customers about your business. Now
its real value lies in what it tells you about them. Every move your customers make
online can be tracked, catalogued, and analyzed to better understand their
preferences and predict their future behavior. And with mobile technology like
smartphones, customers are online almost every second of every day. The
companies that succeed going forward will be those that learn to leverage this
torrent of information-without being drowned by it. Balancing examples from
giants like Amazon, Home Depot, and Ford with newer players like Rovio, Groupon,
and scores of niche-market winners, Data Crush examines the forces behind the
explosive growth in data and reveals how the most innovative companies are
responding to this challenge. The book clarifies the key drivers: the proliferation of
"big data" generated by a never-ending range of online activities (and the mobility
that enables much of it); the seemingly infinite array of digital commerce and
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entertainment pathways; and the rising growth of Cloud computing. These and
other factors combine to create an overwhelming universe of valuable informationall constantly updated in real time with billions of mouse clicks each day. It's
daunting, but with this onslaught of information comes tremendous opportunityand Data Crush will help you make sense of it all.

Wherever You Go
Your company is turning in regular profits every year, and its market share is only
getting bigger. Competitors can’t touch you. So why is your stock price so
sluggish? The answer is as simple as it is cruel: investors aren’t interested in
history, and they already know you’re profitable and competitive—that knowledge
is baked into your stock price. The hard reality is that a competitive advantage just
isn’t enough. Investors want companies to surprise them with unexpected value,
which means that you can outperform market expectations only if you as a leader
know how to find, create, and deliver a series of multiple competitive advantages.
This is why a corporate theory is so important. A good corporate theory provides a
compass for those at the strategic helm, guiding their decisions about what assets
and activities to pursue, what investments to make, and what strategies to adopt.
Behind every long-term corporate success story lies a basic theory about how that
company creates value. In Beyond Competitive Advantage, strategy professor
Todd Zenger describes what makes a great corporate theory and helps readers
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understand the many tensions and trade-offs they’ll face as they apply the theory
to meet the challenge of market expectations. Based on years of research and
analysis, Beyond Competitive Advantage provides managers and executives with a
framework for both sustaining value and creating growth.

The Optimist
In their book Glorious & Free, authors and creative directors Kim Bozak and Rita
Field-Marsham are redefining how Canadians see themselves by shining a light on
thirty-three daring individuals who, through the way they lead their lives, are
revealing the most beautiful thing about this country: that here individuals are free
to be whoever they dream themselves to be so long as they are courageous
enough to embrace it. And when each one of us is free to live to the fullest
expression of ourselves, the result is an intricately beautiful and ever-changing
kaleidoscope that is glorious and free. Glorious & Free is a masterpiece of
collaboration between leading creative industry professionals, including Joanne
Ratajczak (Photographer), Siavash Khasha (Designer), Rosemary Shipton
(Executive Editor), Chris Frey (Editor and Writer), Jason McBride (Writer), Linda
Besner (Writer), Megan Cuff (Project Manager), and Sarah Angel (Consulting
Editor). Told through a series of intimate interviews and photographs, and
featuring original illustrations by the legendary Frank Viva, Glorious & Free is an
inspirational, artistic and enduring vehicle to celebrate this new Canadian identity.
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It’s a timely and more fulfilling image of who we are today, and who we can be
tomorrow. Spotlighted in the book are the following glorious Canadians: Mustafa
Ahmed Cameron Bailey Cazhhmere Blanche Nathalie Bondil Ed Burtynsky Zita
Cobb Andre De Grasse Will Gadd Bruno Guévremont Kate Harris Alexa Hatanaka
and Patrick Thompson Alex Josephson Roxanne Joyal Mosha Lundström Halbert
Jesse McCleery Steve Moore Byron and Dexter Peart Crystal Pite Bruce Poon Tip
Maria Qamar Aurelié Rivard Coco Rocha Matthew Romeo Daniel Saks and Nicholas
Desmarais Angela Strange Scotty Sussman aka That Girl Sussi Ilya Sutskever
Tanya Taylor Stéphane Tétreault Madeleine Thien and Rawi Hage Liane Thomas
Zeke Thurston Katherena Vermette

Green Made Easy
" "The quintessential cookbook." – USA Today The Silver Spoon, the most
influential and bestselling Italian cookbook of the last 50 years, is now available in
a new updated and revised edition. This bible of authentic Italian home cooking
features over 2,000 revised recipes and is illustrated with 400 brand new,
full&hyphen;color photographs. A comprehensive and lively book, its uniquely
stylish and user&hyphen;friendly format makes it accessible and a pleasure to
read. The new updated edition features new introductory material covering such
topics as how to compose a traditional Italian meal, typical food traditions of the
different regions, and how to set an Italian table. It also contains a new section of
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menus by celebrity chefs cooking traditional Italian food including Mario Batali,
Lidia Bastianich, Tony Mantuano, and Rich Torrisi and Mario Carbone. Il Cucchiaio
d’Argento was originally published in Italy in 1950 by the famous Italian design and
architectural magazine Domus, and became an instant classic. A select group of
cooking experts were commissioned to collect hundreds of traditional Italian home
cooking recipes and make them available for the first time to a wider modern
audience. In the process, they updated ingredients, quantities and methods to suit
contemporary tastes and customs, at the same time preserving the memory of
ancient recipes for future generations. Divided into eleven color&hyphen;coded
chapters by course, The Silver Spoon is a feat of design as well as content.
Chapters include: Sauces, Marinades and Flavored Butters, Antipasti, Appetizers
and Pizzas, First Courses, Eggs, Vegetles, Fish and Shellfish, Meat, Poultry, Game,
Cheese, and Desserts. It covers everything from coveted authentic sauces and
marinades to irresistible dishes such as Penne Rigate with Artichokes, Ricotta and
Spinach Gnocchi, Tuscan Minestrone, Meatballs in Brandy, Bresaola with Corn
Salad, Pizza Napoletana, Fried Mozzarella Sandwiches and Carpaccio Cipriani. "

Do Big Small Things
Anyone can start a business. But only leaders cansucceed. Most entrepreneurs
know the long odds: only a fraction of themwill lead their enterprises through the
rocky stages of growth tolaunch self-sustaining companies. Very few know how to
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outflank thefailures that await them at every turn, including the
mostpainful—being abandoned by key members of their team orgetting pushed
out by their board just as their business starts togenerate real value. Derek Lidow
is on a mission to improve these odds and changethese outcomes. Throughout his
long career—as CEO, innovator,and entrepreneur—he has tested virtually every
aspect oflaunching a business. Lidow now argues that success is far lessdependent
upon a firm’s idea or any grand strategy than it isupon something more personal:
leadership. Emerging companies havespecific leadership requirements, stage by
fast-moving stage. Fewfounders have been able to leverage the tremendous power
of thisunderrecognized reality—until now. Startup Leadership demonstrates how
founders can adoptthe skills that are required at each stage of their
journey.Whether you are at the idea stage or managing a more matureenterprise,
you can start to recognize the fundamental conflict:how to balance your selfish
drives with the more selflessleadership required by the organization at any given
time. The bookshows you how to achieve this balance by: Assessing your unique
motivations, traits, and skills Creating a personal leadership strategy that
leverages yourstrengths and mitigates your weaknesses Mastering how to lead
teams, including boards Understanding the five prerequisites for driving change
Taking control of your inevitable crises, thereby strengtheningyour team and your
leadership With Lidow’s help, you will learn how to become thestartup leader your
business needs, and you’ll move forwardwith your plans with greater confidence
and success.
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Birdie
Trade Tips from one of the country's leading creative agencies If you think doing
consistently great creative work inevitably leads to long hours, chaos and burnout,
we have just one thing to say:Rethink.Rethink your priorities.Rethink your
approach. And rethink your product in the process.Rethink is a one-word business
plan for any company in the creative arts - from advertising, to design, to
publishing, architecture or software development.Rethink is also one of the world's
most consistently awarded advertising and design agencies. Headquartered far off
the beaten track in Vancouver, Rethink has been radically breaking rules for two
decades, proving that you can do work that gets the world's attention, without
sacrificing efficiency and a balanced life.Now, for the first time, Rethink offers you
a how-to manual of their 55 best tools for creating a sustainable, successful
creative culture - tools that will help you inspire your people, boost your bottom
line and take your creative product to the next level. Tried, true, constantly
tweaked and consistently proven, these tools are simple and effective ways to
inspire teams, boost creativity and cut through the bullshit at every stage of the
process. Rethink's step-by-step plan is radical, refreshing and relatable to any
business striving for creative excellence.

Gorilla Adventure
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LIMITED EDITION - 7'x7' HARDBACK - ORIGINAL CONCEPTEmerging in the 1970s,
prog rock was often accused of being overly technical, too elaborate, not focused
on its audience and often in danger of disappearing up it's own a---!One could
argue that the service and experience space is starting to exhibit some of the
same characteristics namely it's in danger of becoming overly technical,
benchmarked, frameworked, measured, codified, certified, specialized and
functionalized etc etc.Punk exploded out of the back of prog rock with it's
democratic, DIY, back to basics approach that inspired both a cultural and musical
movement and change in mindset. It dared to be different and was OK with the
fact that not everyone liked that.So, is it time to consider what a punk rock version
of CX would look and feel like, particularly given that many reports suggest that
around 70 percent of customer experience projects fail to deliver on their
promises? If so, what would that look and feel like.Adrian Swinscoe in his new book
'Punk CX', tackles some of these questions and shares some key insights and
practical takeaways that will allow you harness your inner punk and transform your
own customer experience.

The Athena Doctrine
Monkey Beach meets Green Grass, Running Water meets The Beachcombers in
this wise and funny novel by a debut Cree author Birdie is a darkly comic and
moving first novel about the universal experience of recovering from wounds of the
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past, informed by the lore and knowledge of Cree traditions. Bernice Meetoos, a
Cree woman, leaves her home in Northern Alberta following tragedy and travels to
Gibsons, BC. She is on something of a vision quest, seeking to understand the
messages from The Frugal Gourmet (one of the only television shows available on
CBC North) that come to her in her dreams. She is also driven by the leftover
teenaged desire to meet Pat Johns, who played Jesse on The Beachcombers,
because he is, as she says, a working, healthy Indian man. Bernice heads for
Molly’s Reach to find answers but they are not the ones she expected. With the
arrival in Gibsons of her Auntie Val and her cousin Skinny Freda, Bernice finds the
strength to face the past and draw the lessons from her dreams that she was never
fully taught in life. Part road trip, dream quest and travelogue, the novel touches
on the universality of women's experience, regardless of culture or race.

The Inca Trail
Fed up with dark, frigid English winters and Antiques Roadshow, Simon Hughes
seeks a hotter, happier world of sun, seam and sex, travelling to each of the major
cricketing nations through 15 winters and bowling for 41 different teams. The
result is a sequence of mostly disastrous affairs played out against the alluring
backdrop of some of our favourite faraway places. As wayward in love as he is with
the ball, Hughes at least absorbs his surroundings to produce a series of funny,
acutely observed portraits of popular holiday destinations, asking such probing
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questions as: why are Australians so pleased with themselves when they live in a
vast, useless desert full of spiders? How can West Indians walk so slow and bowl so
fast? Why, when England gave cricket to the rest of the world, is the rest of the
world so much better at it? And, most importantly, why are men so crap?

Working at Play
DocBook is a system for writing structured documents using SGML and XML.
DocBook provides all the elements you'll need for technical documents of all kinds.
A number of computer companies use DocBook for their documentation, as do
several Open Source documentation groups, including the Linux Documentation
Project (LDP). With the consistent use of DocBook, these groups can readily share
and exchange information. With an XML-enabled browser, DocBook documents are
as accessible on the Web as in print. DocBook : The Definitive Guide is the
complete and official documentation of the DocBook Document Type Definition
(DTD) and many of its associated tools. In this book, you'll find : A brief
introduction to SGML and XML ; a guide to creating documents with the DocBook
DTD and associated stylesheets. Information about using SGML and XML tools like
jade and DSSSL ; a guide to customizing DocBook ; a complete SGML and XML
reference, including examples, for every DocBook element. In addition, the CDROM contains the complete source text of this book, in both SGML and HTML ; all
the examples from the book ; DSSSL stylesheets that let you convert DocBook
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documents to RTF, LaTeX, or HTML ; The DocBook DTD for SGML, version 3*1 ; The
DocBk DTD for XML, version 3*1*5. In an era of collaborative creation of
technology, when information is needed online as often as in print, DocBook is the
essential. documentation environment. "DocBook : The Definitive Guide" is the one
essential source of information about that environment.

Rethink the Business of Creativity
Green Made Easy is a simple-to-use guidebook offering tips on how you can make
the transition toward a healthy green lifestyle one step at a time. Chris Prelitz has
been passionately committed to green living and sustainability for more than 25
years. He and his wife, Becky, share a green solar-powered home in Laguna Beach,
California, which Chris designed and built. Most months they produce more energy
than they use and receive a credit from their power company instead of a bill. In
his writing, Chris shares personal experiences, lessons learned, and reflections that
humorously touch the heart and inspire the spirit. The chapter on "Green Myth
Busting" will sway even the most cynical person toward better eco-choices that will
also save money. Chris sees "We are rediscovering that it is so much healthier,
more lucrative financially, and better for every living thing to transition away from
wasteful, polluting technologies and make choices that work in harmony with
nature." Green Made Easy is written in a friend-to-friend, conversational style and
examines our daily lives from personal care and cosmetics to water catchment and
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solar systems. The book will delight and inspire any and all who dream of making a
difference and who wish to create a thriving, healthy future for generations to
come.

Walking with Spring
Once every few years a book comes along with an insight so penetrating, so
powerful - and so simply, demonstrably true -that it instantly changes the way we
think and do business. Such a book is Broken Windows, Broken Business, a
breakthrough in management theory that can alter the destiny of countless
companies striving to stay ahead of their competition. "In this vital work, author
Michael Levine offers compelling evidence that problems in business, large and
small, typically stem from inattention to tiny details. Social psychologists and
criminologists agree that if a window in a building is broken and left unrepaired,
soon thereafter the rest of the windows will be broken - and the perception will
build that crime in that neighborhood is out of control. The same principle applies
to business." "Drawing on real-world corporate examples, from JetBlue's decision to
give fliers what they really want - leather seats, personal televisions, online
ticketing - to Google's customer-based strategy for breaking out of the pack of
Internet search engines, to business-to-business firms' successes and failures,
Levine proves again and again how constant vigilance and an obsession with detail
can make or break a business or a brand." "With tips and advice on changing any
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business to one that dots its i's, crosses its t's, and attracts more clients, Broken
Windows, Broken Business goes straight to the heart of what makes all enterprises
successful - the little things that mean a lot."--BOOK JACKET.

Reed Hastings
This text chronicles the history of vacationing in America since the early 19th
century. It is concerned with how, when, and why vacationing came to be part of
life, charting this social and cultural institution as it grew from the custom of a
small elite in to a mass phenomenon

It's Your Business
New York Times Bestseller How feminine values can solve our toughest problems
and build a more prosperous future Among 64,000 people surveyed in thirteen
nations, two thirds feel the world would be a better place if men thought more like
women. This marks a global trend away from the winner-takes-all, masculine
approach to getting things done. Drawing from interviews at innovative
organizations in eighteen nations and at Fortune 500 boardrooms, the authors
reveal how men and women alike are recognizing significant value in traits
commonly associated with women, such as nurturing, cooperation, communication,
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and sharing. The Athena Doctrine shows why femininity is the operating system of
21st century prosperity. Advocates a new way to solve today's toughest problems
in business, education, government, and more Based on a landmark survey and
results from Young & Rubicam's respected Brand Asset Valuator's global survey, as
well as on-the-ground interviews in 18 countries From acclaimed social theorist,
consumer expert, and bestselling author, John Gerzema, and award-winning
author, Michael D'Antonio Brought to life through real world examples and backed
by rigorous data,The Athena Doctrine shows how feminine traits are
ascending—and bringing success to people and organizations around the world. By
nurturing, listening, collaborating and sharing, women and men are solving
problems, finding profits, and redefining success in every realm.

Glorious & Free
This book combines an extraordinary first-person account of an entrepreneurial
instinct to start and develop a highly-successful international travel adventure
company and reveals unusual management secrets that not only keep employees
fully engaged but also keep customers extremely happy. After being fired from
McDonald's as a teenager, Poon Tip decided that if he wanted to be successful in
life, he would need to be self employed. To do that, he started G Adventures in
1990 with financing based upon his maxed-out credit cards. But the results were
startling: people loved going on vacations to exotic spots around the world where
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they dealt wtih adventure and action. G Adventures is not for the faint of heart it's for people who want to get away AND have memories to cherish for a lifetime.
What makes G Adventures so successful? Poon Tip has created an entirely new and
refreshing approach to management, which is related in LOOPTAIL. In his company,
there's no CEO - but there is a company Mayor. There is no HR dept - but there is a
Talent Agency and a company Culture Club. Poon Tip even offers any employee a
check for $5,000 if he or she can actually hurt his feelings with less than positive
feedback about the company and how it's being run, So far, nobody has claimed
the prize.

The 7 Minute Solution
Much in the same vein as DELIVERING HAPPINESS, LOOPTAIL combines both Bruce
Poon Tip's extraordinary first-person account of his entrepreneurial instincts to
start and develop G Adventures, a highly-successful international travel adventure
company, and along the way, he reveals his unusual management secrets that not
only keep his employees fully engaged but also keep his customers extremely
happy.

The Year Without Pants
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IT'S YOUR BUSINESS was an immediate Wall Street Journal bestseller and garnered
tremendous media attention from entrepreneurs and small business owners. With
advice from Ramberg and such notable entrepreneurs as Blake Mycoskie and Guy
Kawasaki, this right-to-the-point book covers topics from human resources to
finance, public relations to sales, and much, much more -- all geared towards the
small business owner. Knowing that entrepreneurs have no time to waste,
Ramberg presents simple and effective guidance that can be put to use right away.
This book will be indispensable for every small business owner, from a familyowned store to a venture capitalist-backed start up.

Data Crush
From the former CEO of renowned travel guide publisher Lonely Planet, a look at
how travel can transform not only the traveler, but also the world. Imagine your job
was to travel the world, then report back on how everyone else should do it. That’s
what happened to Daniel Houghton when, fresh out of Western Kentucky
University, he took the helm of legendary travel publisher Lonely Planet, then
owned by a billionaire who had taken a shine to his work. Suddenly, he was not
only jetting off to parts unknown, but closing business deals in foreign languages
and scrambling to learn fifty different sets of table manners. As the son of a Delta
pilot and a flight attendant, Daniel had always loved to travel, but after Lonely
Planet it morphed into a mission—to spread the word about travel’s unique power
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to change hearts and minds. In Wherever You Go, he speaks for, and to, a new
generation, who want more out of travel than a list of experiences. They use it to
develop empathy and cultural awareness, whether flying across the world or just
heading to a different neighborhood for dinner. Daniel shares his own tips, as well
as drawing on interviews with travel legends like Richard Branson, pros like Delta’s
longest-serving flight attendant ever, and everyday folks with fascinating stories.
You’ll meet Kevan Chandler, a young man in a wheelchair who realized his dream
of seeing Europe thanks to six friends who carried him around in a homemade
backpack; Captain Lee Rosbach of Bravo’s Below Deck, who guides his young crew
to all ends of the earth; and Laura Dekker, the youngest person ever to sail singlehandedly around the world. They talk about everything—from their favorite places
and their worst misadventures to the environmental and economic impacts of
travel. And everyone attests to how their cross-cultural experiences have shaped
their worldviews, their politics, their relationships, and even their careers. Whether
you’ve booked your next trip or you’re still Instagram-dreaming, let Wherever You
Go inspire you to roam beyond your comfort zone.

Uncontainable
Remember the '70s? Way back then, IT was a mainframe that sat in some room
and only a few people had a key. Flash forward a decade, and IT was a limited set
of systems irrelevant to the vast majority of employees and customers. But today,
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all of the sudden, technology belongs to everyone. Because of the suddenness of
this revolution in technology adoption, most IT organizations have not had enough
time to evolve into a "comfortable integration" with the rest of the company. This
lack of comfortable integration has led to confusion over who is truly accountable
for the return on technology investments, how much influence IT leaders should
have over a company's business strategy, and whether CEOs need to hire Chief
Digital Officers onto their senior leadership teams. Through interviews with dozens
of CIOs, Heller has created a snapshot of what CIOs are doing to lead IT in a
climate where technology belongs to everyone. She addresses how CIOs are
changing their operating models, their approaches to talent development, and
their assessment of the new IT provider marketplace. Most importantly, Heller
defines the top ten skills and behaviors that CIOs will need to develop if they are
going to be successful in an ever changing landscape. As a master storyteller,
Heller incorporates philosophy, humor, and pragmatic advice into a book that both
informs and entertains.
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